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THE NEED FOR SOCIAL SUPPORT FROM LAW SCHOOLS
DURING THE ERA OF SOCIAL DISTANCING

Michele Okoh
Ines Ndonko Nnoko*

ABSTRACT

Law students have been faced with unparalleled stress during the syndemic. They must cope with being students during the COVID-19 pandemic but also must deal with stress related to social and political unrest. This essay recommends that law schools apply social support theory in developing interventions to effectively address the needs of law students now and in the future.

Social support theory focuses on the value and benefits one receives from positive interpersonal relationships. These positive relationships impact both mental and physical health and promote beneficial short and long-term overall health. However, not all supports are the same, and social support theory can inform law schools on how to properly deploy support to students.

There are four categories of social support under this theory: emotional, instrumental, informational, and appraisal support. Emotional support includes offering comfort and empathy. Instrumental support entails providing someone with tangible forms of support, such as money or equipment. Informational support is educating or advising someone. Appraisal support is assisting in self-evaluation, such as by providing feedback. Law schools typically provide informational and appraisal support. However, with students living in a world where outside support may be limited due to social distancing, law schools must be prepared to enhance their offerings to students by providing all forms of support.

Law schools must also be aware that there is a difference between perceived support and received support. Perceived support is based on one’s expectation of receiving support when needed, while received support is
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related to the actual delivery of support at the time it is needed. Perceived support is most positively associated with beneficial health outcomes. Health outcomes are more variable in relation to received support, in some cases even negative. This perceived support is especially important during a pandemic because it may improve student health outcomes, including potentially reducing mortality. To be effective in promoting wellbeing through the provision of social support, law schools cannot simply focus on the efficient delivery of essential instruction but rather must foster the expectation among its law students that it will provide all necessary forms of support.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 syndemic drastically changed law students’ lives and expectations for the future. During 2020, students had to survive in a world in turmoil. Some students went weeks without interacting with others, and some students were afraid to leave their homes. There were students who had no idea where to find help for even the most basic of needs, such as food. Law graduates expressed confusion about their futures. They were unsure of their job prospects. Some were afraid to take the bar exam because they felt unsafe taking an in-person exam. Both international law students and graduates worried about whether they would be able to stay in the U.S. or

---

1 Referring to the COVID-19 pandemic as a syndemic acknowledges the synergistic nature of the disease and the need to consider the multiple biological and socioecological factors influencing negative health outcomes. See Uday Narayan Yadav et al., A Syndemic Perspective on the Management of Non-Communicable Diseases Amid the COVID-19 Pandemic in Low- and Middle-Income Countries, FRONTIERS PUB. HEALTH 6 (2020), https://doi.org/10.3389/fpubh.2020.00508.
return to their home countries. Law students and graduates were overcome with stress and isolation.

There also seemed to be a disconnect between the support that was available to students at law schools and their perception of that support. Law schools must acknowledge the world in which their students now live and the appropriate support they now need in order to navigate it. Law students did not expect the tumultuous events of 2020. Their realities shifted, and they now live in a world of unrest and uncertainty. Ignoring these facts does little to benefit these students. This essay will discuss how social support can be used by law schools to help their students during the COVID-19 syndemic.

II. LAW STUDENTS

Law school is a time of significant stress, and mental health is a concern among law students. Much of the research concerning law student mental health has focused on intrapersonal or individual-level factors. However, there has been growing acknowledgement of the social dimension of law students regarding mental health and stress. The Survey of Law Student Well-Being (SLSWB), a 2014 survey involving fifteen law schools across the United States, discovered that 17% of law student respondents screened positive for depression and 37% screened positive for anxiety. The survey found that one-fifth to one-sixth of these respondents were diagnosed after beginning law school. The SLSWB was also the first multischool study of help-seeking attitudes of law students concerning mental health and substance abuse. The study found that “[e]ven though many respondents indicate that they would benefit from help for substance use issues or mental health concerns, significant majorities of those most in need of help are unlikely to seek help, for a variety of reasons.”


3 See Lawrence S. Krieger, What We’re Not Telling Law Students - And Lawyers - That They Really Need to Know: Some Thoughts-in-Action Toward Revitalizing the Profession from Its Roots, 13 J. L. HEALTH 1 (1998); Sheldon & Krieger, supra note 2.


6 Id. at 145.

7 Id. at 118.

8 Id. at 145.
Law School students found that 70% of respondents reported experiencing mental health challenges while in law school.9 These students feared both exclusion and stigma and were often reluctant to seek help.10 However, students reflected positively upon receiving support from peers, but experiences were mixed concerning experiences with faculty and administrators.11

III. ISOLATION

To reduce the spread of COVID-19, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommended social distancing, avoiding crowds, wearing a mask covering one’s nose and mouth, and avoiding poorly ventilated indoor spaces.12 These measures drastically changed the way students interacted with other human beings.13 Social distancing required individuals to maintain a distance of at least six feet from those not in their immediate household.14 The CDC has recognized that social distancing can lead to a sense of isolation and increased stress.15 These restrictions meant that when students interacted in person they greeted each other through masks, and personal space became set at a minimum of six feet. The classroom and common areas, such as libraries, went from being places of camaraderie to being places of danger. If students used indoor spaces, law schools were required to implement rigorous cleaning and disinfection practices.16 Those who participated in in-person learning and activities were

---

10 Id.
11 Id. at 3–4.
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at the highest risk for contracting COVID-19. Essentially, the best way for a law student to avoid COVID-19 was to avoid being connected to other students in-person. In response, many law schools shifted towards remote learning during the pandemic.

The result of these recommendations was that law students had to cope with a pandemic that kept them locked in their homes, isolated and alone. Students celebrated their achievements on screens, and some families mourned their losses in silence. Many endured months without seeing another human smile in-person. Smiles became the purview of screens and were only exchanged up close and in-person with members of students’ immediate households. Their in-person interactions were limited to masked faces, and their ability to read emotions was limited. For some, class was the only opportunity they had to interact with other human beings, even if only through a screen. Without social interactions, students were at risk of withdrawing even further into isolation. This isolation could lead to students perceiving threats as greater than they normally would perceive them. This perception then could lead to greater stress due to isolation. A feeling of fear and despair exacerbated by misinformation, contradictory information, insufficient knowledge, and the plethora of self-proclaimed experts on social media and a rapidly increasing number of deaths suffice to set people apart. Law students, accustomed to the crowd of on-campus libraries, classrooms, and pantries, were left with an unfulfilled need for companionship. As the pandemic persists, law students are likely to continue to face similar challenges.

IV. THE NEED FOR SOCIAL SUPPORT

Social support refers to the value and benefits one receives from a positive interpersonal relationship. Having social support positively impacts

---

19 See Claus Christian Carbon, Wearing Face Masks Strongly Confuses Counterparts in Reading Emotions, 11 FRONTIERS PSYCH. 1 (2020).
21 Id.
22 Sotgiu & Dobler, supra note 13.
both mental and physical health. During times of crisis, social support acts as a stress-buffer, thereby reducing the impacts of stress both mentally and physically (See Figure 1). It is correlated with lower mortality rates, including mortality related to infectious diseases. In previous pandemics, including H1N1 influenza and SARS, social support was attributed to lower occurrences of mental health problems. Therefore, a student’s psychological ability to cope with hardships depends on the kind of social support available to them. Several considerations must be made when providing social support to law students, and social support theory can serve as a basis for addressing these considerations.

Social integration refers to the structure of social relationships, including the number and strength of connections between individuals within a social network. Social support refers to how supportive individuals function in these relationships. A supportive person helps to increase another person’s self-efficacy and mitigate their negative responses to stressful events.

[Figure 1. Illustration of Stress-Buffering Function of Social Support]

24 Szkody, supra note 21 at 2.
25 Bert N. Uchino, Understanding the Links Between Social Support and Physical Health: A Life-Span Perspective With Emphasis on the Separability of Perceived and Received Support, 4 PERSP. ON PSYCH. SCI. 236, 238 (2009).
26 Szkody, supra note 20, at 2.
29 Paula Wilcox et al., It Was Nothing to do with the University, It Was Just the People: The Role of Social Support in the First-Year Experience of Higher Education, 30 STUD. HIGHER EDUC. 707, 708 (2006).
30 Id. at 709.
It is also important to distinguish between perceived support and received support.\textsuperscript{31} Perceived support is based on one’s expectation of receiving support when needed, while received support is related to the actual delivery of support at the time it is needed.\textsuperscript{32} Perceived support is most positively associated with beneficial health outcomes.\textsuperscript{33} Health outcomes are more variable in relation to received support, in some cases even negative.\textsuperscript{34}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{received_social_support.png}
\caption{Illustration of Received Social Support}
\end{figure}

Because perceived support is a greater indicator of positive health outcomes, law schools must learn to promote perceived support throughout the student body.\textsuperscript{35} To be effective in promoting wellbeing through the provision of social support, law schools cannot simply focus on the efficient delivery of essential instruction but rather foster the expectation among its law students that it will provide necessary forms of support. This perceived support is especially important during a pandemic because it may improve student health outcomes, including potentially reducing mortality.\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{31} Uchino, \textit{supra} note 25, at 236–37.
\item\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.} at 238.
\item\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Id.} at 237.
\item\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Id.} at 239.
\item\textsuperscript{36} Uchino, \textit{supra} note 25.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Law schools will have to shift to being fully supportive institutions, not just educational institutions. Before the crisis, law schools were able to mediate social support through in-person instruction and peer interactions. However, these resources are now limited. The move to being supportive institutions must now be an active choice. It will not happen passively; this change will have to be an institutional commitment. Not only should educational leaders be morally responsible for their decisions regarding learning, but they must also provide support to their students.37

There are four categories of social support: emotional, instrumental, informational, and appraisal support.38 Emotional support includes providing comfort and empathy.39 Instrumental support includes providing someone with tangible forms of support, such as money or equipment.40 Informational support is educating or advising someone.41 Appraisal support is assisting in self-evaluation, such as by providing feedback.42 Law schools must consider the types of social support available to students when considering what they are willing to offer. Law schools can establish with faculty and staff the importance of providing emotional, informational, instrumental, and appraisal support. As educational institutions, law schools regularly provide informational support. With proper planning, law schools can provide all four types of support, and they can educate faculty on the importance of addressing each type of support. Law schools can use these four types of supports to guide communications with students and teach faculty and staff how to evaluate

---

39 *Id.* at 232.
40 *Id.* at 232–233.
41 *Id.* at 233.
42 *Id.*
whether each one of these areas of social support is being met. To reinforce perception, law schools can also have regular reminders in all email communications and on their websites. It is not enough for law schools to simply provide social support. Law schools need to consider providing different types of support to meet the needs of their students, including emotional, informational, instrumental, and appraisal support. With the shift to remote learning, law schools must be creative to provide social support in an online environment, which has been experimented within different fields.

V. THE NEED FOR SOCIAL SUPPORT DURING THE PANDEMIC: STRESS-BUFFERING

A. Racial Injustice

Early in the pandemic, New York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo referred to COVID-19 as “the great equalizer.” However, this was far from the truth. It is more appropriate to refer to the virus as “great exposer.” Living in a world exposed to the ravages of a spreading virus reveals something deeper. COVID-19 has done nothing to equalize the world, but it has exposed the inequality hiding beneath the surface. The losses associated with this pandemic are greater for low-income communities and communities of color.

As seen with the 1918 “Spanish” influenza, racial and ethnic disparities also exist with this disease. In a country where the legal environment is, explicitly and implicitly, structured on a race-based system, law schools cannot pretend that their students are similarly impacted by this pandemic. Law students have never been similarly situated due to the history of racial discrimination and inequality in the United States. By failing to recognize this fact in law schools, law students are left feeling isolated.

49 Id. at 781–82.
50 Id. at 783.
The “Black Lives Matter” protests in response to George Floyd’s murder have brought global recognition to racism in America. All over the country law students are, in the words of the late Congressman John Lewis, “get[ting] in good trouble [and] necessary trouble.” These students call upon their schools to respond and enact well overdue institutional change. Whether or not students are directly involved in these protests, they are being impacted by them, and law school environments should reflect that.

In this country, for decades now, racism provides conditions for social inequities and poor health. The pandemic coupled with preexisting racial disparities gives way to the amplification of these inequities among people of color and low-income communities. Studies show that seniors, Black people, indigenous people, and people of color are the most vulnerable to COVID-19. Just as workers could not afford healthcare but through employment benefits, law students, as well as international students, with little financial resources, struggle with health benefits when classes resume due to the rate of unemployment around the nation.

B. Interpersonal Violence

With continued lockdown measures and closures, law schools cannot assume that their students returned to safe and supportive homes. Domestic violence increased in the United States and other COVID-19-affected countries, such as China, Brazil, Germany, and Italy, during the COVID-19 syndemic. During this time of crisis, law schools should expect an increase in interpersonal violence. There is no reason to think that law students would be immune to this trend. For many students, going to school may represent an opportunity to escape a violent environment. However, this sanctuary would no longer be available in a remote


53 Lain, supra note 48.


55 Pirtle, supra note 54, at 505; see also Sylvia, supra note 54, at 3.

56 Sylvia, supra note 54, at 3.

57 Id.; Kuris, supra note 18.
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learning environment. While domestic violence increased due to the lockdown, support to the families and victims decreased. This meant that schools, including law schools, sent students back into potentially violent households without any means of support, which could have the potential to lead to more lives lost to COVID-19.

C. Uncertain Futures

Law schools must provide support to prepare their students for the world awaiting them following graduation. During the COVID-19 syndemic, students left law school only to face an economy in recession. Law schools have a duty to support their domestic students, as well as their international law students who also face a period of great uncertainty. As almost all states in the United States require law graduates to take the bar exam to be admitted to practice, graduates face uncertainty regarding the administration of the bar examination. They also face uncertainty in relation to getting a job in the near future. But these uncertainties are not the concern of J.D. students alone; LLM students carry them too, and even more.

Pursuing studies in the United States is a source of great anxiety for international students. For many international students, pursuing a law degree in the United States links tightly to the opportunity to take a U.S. bar exam and be admitted to practice in one or more States in the U.S. territory. But while the pandemic threatened this opportunity from March 2020, the back-and-forth maneuvering of the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement continued to increase insecurity among international students.

Amid the pandemic, the bar examination carries an air of uncertainty and anxiety. From March 2020, with social distancing and the prohibition of large gatherings, many states opted either for the cancellation of the July 2020 bar exam or shifted online with different modalities. While the pandemic continued to affect graduates dramatically, state law examiners’ decisions had a more significant impact on international students. At first, they were confronted with the uncertainty of the administration of the bar exam, and then they were confronted with the difficult reality that they were denied the opportunity to take the bar exam.

---

61 Id.; Ghoshal, supra note 58.
64 In the State of New York, for instance, which Bar is highly attended by international students, the examination was rescheduled several times, and sometimes excluded registered international students from taking the exam. See N.Y. STATE Bd. L. EXAM’RS (last visited June 21, 2021), https://www.nybarexam.org/Default.html.
However, a few states decided to hold in-person exams with limited capacity, some excluding international law school graduates. For states administering exams online, there were concerns regarding technological failures and leaks. In late August, a report from the U.S. Student and Exchange Visitors Program (SEVP) highlighted that there were 1.52 million active records of international students for the calendar year 2019.

In 2019, international students accounted for 3.3% of the law school population. This proportion increased to 7% of law students for top-tier law schools. Due to uncertainty and stress stemming from the pandemic, there has been a 17.8% decrease in U.S. international students overall during the 2020-2021 school year as compared to the previous school year. This decrease in international student enrollment has resulted in a $1.8 billion loss to the U.S. economy.

When the Fall semester began with Universities moving their classes entirely online, international students went through a more difficult time. In fact, the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) announced in its COVID-special guidelines that “students attending schools operating entirely online may not take a full online course load and remain in the United States.” The new rules subjected
students either to enroll in an in-person program or depart the United States without any concern about the economic loss for the students and the universities.  

When countries around the world had closed their borders to limit the spread of the virus, many international students were locked in the U.S. territory, financially unprepared for the troubles to come. For many, their embassy in the U.S. managed to arrange a return flight for those wishing to go back to the homeland. However, for others, no flight arrangement was made, and they either had to spend a large amount of money to book a flight without any guarantee that the plane would be allowed to land at their destination.

When providing social support, law schools must not be discriminative regarding their international students. A recent study has shown that international students in the U.S. perceived more socioemotional and instrumental support from other international students and relatives outside the U.S. International students exhibit reluctance to seeking help outside the international student community. This tendency provides an opportunity for law schools to reach out to these students and provide them with needed support. Socioemotional and instrumental support are the most needed by international students to face the challenges in the host country.

E. Adapting to New Technology

Law school students learn and improve their abilities constantly and continuously; this state of psychological unrest triggers stress. While the pandemic forced education to continue remotely, schools required students and faculty to master new software within a short period and frequently without appropriate training. While pursuing a degree, law students are assessed and trained on their ability to develop relationships and networks. The law school provides an environment that facilitates prompt feedback from the faculty. When the pandemic surged in March, universities around all states in the country closed campuses and were forced to move classes online. The shift in teaching/learning modality from


73 Id.; Yasin & Dzulkifli, supra note 27.
76 See Pearce, supra note 75; Gewin, supra note 75.
77 Pablo Chavajay, Perceived Social Support Among International Students at a U.S. University, 112 PSYCH. REPS. 667, 673 (2015).
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Keefe, supra note 37, at 3.
in-person learning to remote learning has significant impacts on science education. Although there is limited information available regarding the effects of the technological shift on legal education in the United States, it can be assumed that law students may face similar struggles. Although not specific to law students, studies have shown the negative influence that online learning has on students in general. This additional stress may amplify the inherent stress that characterizes law school.

VI. SOCIAL SUPPORT IN LAW SCHOOLS

Law schools are places for learning but are also places where biases spread easily and quickly. Legal scholars engaged in law students’ wellbeing have exposed how biases interfere with teaching effectiveness. Biases influence teacher feedback which then impacts students’ performance and self-evaluation. Furthermore, students’ perception of the teacher’s expectations increase their level of stress, particularly for BIPOC students. The legal profession suffers high rates of depression, substance abuse, and suicide among its members; this suffering begins in law school. Acknowledging this vicious circle reality will better help law schools in providing appraisal support to law students. Appraisal support in this circumstance should come in the form of objective and unbiased feedback. These positive psychology techniques can have significant impacts on wellbeing in the legal profession.

Social support should be crafted to meet the needs of students. Law schools should dedicate resources to identify student needs and expectations. In essence, checking in is vital to the well-being of students. Identifying students’ needs can be done through several different ways, such as town hall meetings (via web conferencing) and polling. Since the students are living in a period of isolation, it may make sense for law schools to invest in staff to perform this task. Law schools can also utilize tools such as the Multidimensional Survey of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) to assess the social support needs of their students. Staff members

81 See Daniel C. Barton, Impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Field Instruction and Remote Reaching Alternatives: Results from a Survey of Instructors, 10 ECOLOGY & EVOLUTION 12499, 12500 (2020).


85 Id. at 221–226.


87 Gordon, supra note 84, at 226–236.

88 Positive Psychology techniques have been praised by Daniel S. Bowling III for their capacity to improve the well-being of lawyers. See Bowling, supra note 85, at 44, 52.
would then regularly contact students to follow-up on identified needs. In addition to staff, peer groups can be formed to provide support. Providing social support will be even more challenging during this time. With the delivery of online legal education and social distancing protocols, students are more likely to feel disconnected. That is why the substance of communications is critical. Law schools should be proactive with student communications and make it a priority to minimize uncertainty and enhance transparency. By doing so, law schools will increase the perception that they are a stable source of support.

Information should also be centralized and accessible. The more a student must search for information, the more challenging it will be for the law school to increase the student’s perception that the school is a reliable source of support. After all, how can students develop an expectation of social support if they cannot locate it and are sent mixed signals regarding it? An example of this may include a regularly updated website with resources and messages about the school’s policies.

During the pandemic, many fitness centers were closed, and people exercised less. However, confinement makes it difficult to maintain a good quality of life. 89 Studies have shown a positive relationship between social support and physical health. 90 In this context, law schools should implement group home-based virtual or outdoor fitness programs to help their students navigate the increased stress and depression. These programs would provide the benefits of physical fitness while also promoting social interactions among students.

Researchers have investigated the implications of the pandemic on career development from a cultural standpoint. 91 Students also face emerging job insecurity, difficulties with establishing a home office, and a reduction in career opportunities. 92 Law schools must be more proactive in their approaches for implementing career guidance programs and connecting students with alumni. These measures will help students to gather relevant career insights. These connections will also help students gain access to strategies that can help them better cope with career stressors.

Many students were not prepared to move online with their classes. The Zoom reality they discovered was rife with challenges. Schools must assist students with technological issues and not assume that they are familiar with the technology. Schools must provide students with needed devices and physical resources. They must also train them and prepare them for potential side-effects of online education, which means investing in IT departments and personnel.

92 Id. at 2.
Although some schools arranged for financial aid, students had a long wait before they received federal financial aid to cover COVID19-related expenses.\textsuperscript{94} Considering these facts, law schools should also realize that they have a responsibility to both their domestic and international students. Law schools must arrange to provide or extend financial assistance to their students—U.S. nationals as well as international students—to help them cope with their expenses and lessen their stress.

\textbf{VII. CONCLUSION}

Due to the crisis, law students need the support of their law schools. For our educators, students, and practitioners to be prepared for the realities that they now face, all tiers of support must be given substantial consideration. Law schools can meet these needs by focusing on providing their students with perceived social support. This focus means focusing on how stress is impacting students but does not necessarily mean throwing more money at the problem. An effort as simple as streamlining communications can make a significant difference in how students perceive the availability of their institutions. To prioritize resources, the MSPSS can be used to assess which students are in need of additional social support. A focus on social support means identifying what supports are available to students and maximizing the effectiveness of those supports. For some students, this may require more effort on the part of the law school, but, this may not be the case for all students. If certain students are identified to have strong support systems, prioritization of more isolated students may be warranted.

Additionally, support does not need to come solely from faculty and staff. Once students’ existing social supports are identified, law schools can leverage peer groups to fill in those gaps. These can be interest groups or those arising from group assignments. Similarly, peers can also be utilized for checking in with other students. The point of social support theory is not to replace existing social supports but to find ways of maximizing existing supports and providing supports that are missing. It also means shifting away from thinking solely about what an individual is actually receiving to emphasizing what an individual perceives to be available. During this time of social distancing, law students need to know that their law schools are there to support them. They need reassurance and connection, and law schools can fulfill this need by ensuring that students believe that they will have the support they need, when they need it.